
DAY IN
THE LIFE

From the newsroom

Ray McQuiston Distribution Center Manager
Seminole, Oklahoma

Making sure the trucks run on time, product arrives 
in time and customers are happy all the time

A company’s supply chain is its key to success. It ensures the right products are 
in the right location at the right time. VF owns 33 distribution centers – the 
heart of the supply chain network. Leaders like Ray McQuiston are imperative  
to operational success for VF’s portfolio of global brands.

Capturing a Day

7:00 a.m. 
Like most Wednesdays, he reviews the daily  

“order pool,” then determines work schedules 
for his associates. Next, he checks incoming  

orders from major retailers, allowing him  
to track against weekly and monthly goals  

before heading to the DC floor.

8:00 a.m. 
Ray joins his first meeting of the day, a virtual 

assembly with managers from other Jeanswear 
DCs. Today’s topic: renewable energy.

10:00 a.m. 
Ray quickly shifts gears to participate in 

a quarterly virtual meeting with VF coalition 
team members, including Jeanswear, 

Outdoor & Action Sports and Imagewear 
to discuss best practices. 

Early Afternoon  
He typically spends his time between 

meetings on the DC floor, interacting with 
as many associates as possible and ensuring  

that everything is running smoothly.

3:00 p.m.   
Last meeting of the day: the safety 

activities committee. Every month the group 
discusses a different topic, including on-the-job 
safety and tips for staying safe outside the DC.

Ray oversees roughly  
300 associates, and  

he knows every associate  
by name

Lives in Ada, Oklahoma with 
his wife, son and daughter

Created a book club  
for his staff and  

recommends a new book 
each month with an  

inspirational message

7:30 a.m. 
Once on the DC floor, Ray writes a few factoids 
on a whiteboard for all associates. Among them: 
the number of “waves” or shipments the team 
needs to handle, names of visitors and timing of 
staff meetings – everything they’ll need to be  
informed and productive.

9:00 a.m. 
Next on the schedule is the monthly “What’s 
Happening” meeting with day shift associates. 
The team enjoys cake to celebrate their record 
of being accident-free for 421 days on the DC 
floor. Team members also provide highlights on 
safety training, sustainability achievements and 
other relevant topics. The group also celebrated 
its 91.9 percent positive results in the latest  
associate engagement survey.

Noon 
So he doesn’t lose momentum, Ray usually brings 
lunch to the office and works while he eats.  
He uses the time to review the morning’s operational 
performance and look ahead to his afternoon.

4:30 p.m. 
Ray attends to emails and begins planning his day 
for tomorrow. He knows the best way to be 
successful is to plan ahead.

Fast facts: Ray McQuiston

Mid-Afternoon  
Ray enlists associates who are willing and 
able to travel to VF’s Brampton, Ontario 
facility to help with some needs there, 
and briefs them on the opportunity. 


